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Investigations of archaeological sites of the 12th-13th centuries AD in Russian Far
East (Primorye) of the Churche empire have yielded a collection of bronze artifacts.
Among them is a series of bronze mirrors of so-called Chinese type. They are also
known in Siberia and Central Asia. The problem of revealing producing centres and/
or the routes of their distribution is of importance.

The study of alloys composition and metal-working technique of the artifacts is
one of the most fruitful approaches.

A series of the mirrors from Russian Far East underwent Spectral-Emission
Analysis. Their majority were made of triple alloy Cu+Sn+Pb.

Some mirrors were studied by optical microscope, they have demonstrated as-
cast dendritic structure with varied grains dimensions.

Intriguing results were obtained by applying binocular microscope with insigni-
ficant magnification. The traces of wax-casting method were seen clearly. In some
cases the casting defects were discovered, which is the evidence of local production
or reproduction of the artifacts. Of great interest was casting mirrors after broken ori-
ginals which were impressed in clay thus producing a mould. The cast replicas bear
clear traces of cracks.

Thus revealing typical and repeated casting defects on the mirrors with the similar
ornamentation enables to point the centres of production or re-production, or the
routes of the mirrors' distribution in Eurasia.
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A considerable change in metallurgy took place in central Europe during the second
half of the 3rd and the beginning of the 2nd Millennium BC. New technologies were
introduced, together with the first tin-alloys and the use of new and different copper
ores. The late Neolithic Bell Beaker culture started using «Fahlerz»-copper soon af-ter
2500 BC, as reflected in a few, rare tin-alloyed artifacts. Around 2200 BC «Fahlerz»-
copper with high impurity patterns came into use from the Carpathian Basin up to the
Baltic See with the beginning of Early Bronze Age (EBA). Among them the main
characteristic copper types are «Singen type», the «Osenring-copper» and various
«Fahlerz» copper types with arsenic contents.

In the Unetice culture in eastern Germany complex casting techniques (in bivalve
moulds, lost wax, etc.) and a developed tin-metallurgy was already present around
2000 BC. EBA-groups along the Danube and the north of the Alps as far as western
Switzerland were influenced by the Unetice metallurgy of the northeast.



One of the main questions is whether social conditions and possible changes could
have caused a developed metallurgy or whether the new techniques and the new working-
processes with different professions changed societies. Or could the new techniques
only get accepted in areas, where the social structures had already changed.

Our studies are based on a new series of radiocarbon dates and on a large database
of metal analyses. The Stuttgart database contains around 41,000 analyses of
prehistoric artifacts from Europe and the Near East. It contains 22,000 analyses of the
former SAM-project of Sangmeister, Junghans and Schroter which were done by optical
spectronomy (OES). Several thousands new analyses were done by E. Pernicka by
neutron activation (NAA) and X-ray Diffraction (XRF) analysis. Comparative studies
have shown, that the different analyses of the database in general are comparable.
They form a good basis for the classification and discussion of prehistoric metal objects.
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New analytical techniques have been recently developed to study the microstructure
and chemical composition of corrosion layers and surface patinae. The Glow Discharge
Optical Spectrometry is a powerful technique to analyse both the bulk alloy chemical
composition and the elements concentration profiles of the modified surface layers.

This technique is suitable for archaeometric investigations thanks to both the small
zones of analysis and the thickness damaged by atomic and electronic emission.

In this paper the surface patinae and the bulk alloy of ancient handmaids of
different geographic areas were investigated. The GDOS results were compared with
SEM-EDS, XRF and optical microscopy data. Moreover, bronze samples exposed to
artificial aging in controlled atmospheres have been studied. The GDOS results
(composition and thickness) were in agreement with the data obtained with other
techniques.
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The application of new techniques in archaeology like nuclear and conventional analysis
have been of great importance for the characterization of archaeological materials, such


